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Discover the many magnificent monuments and museums of America's capital, Washington DC,

with the help of this genuinely pocket-sized, pop-up map. From the elegant Neo-classical

architecture and poignant memorials to the sweeping grandeur of The Mall this little map will help

you get from A-B. Small in size yet big on detail, this compact, dependable, Washington DC city

map will ensure you don't miss a thing.* Includes 2 PopOut Maps - including Greater Washington &

The Mall* Additional maps covering Dupont Circle and Georgetown are also included* Handy,

self-folding, tourist map is small enough to fit in your pocket yet offers extensive coverage of the city

in an easy-to-use format* Thorough street index is also featured and cross-referenced to the map so

you can easily find your destination* Hotels, restaurants, stores and attractions are all included on

the mapIdeal to pop in a pocket or bag for quick reference while exploring the political and cultural

heart of America.
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PopOut was founded in 1993. Today,PopOut produces over 100 titles for major destinations and is

loved bytravellers the world over.

Great map. It was very useful. I had been concerned that the pop out feature would be more

distracting than useful, but it actually is a fantastic feature. It stores easily and opening to the section

that is currently needed is easy and does not leave you holding a huge map every time you need to



figure out how to get from one place to another. It was also incredibly useful to have the metro

information on the map. I just wish that it had been completely laminated - yes, it did start raining

during the presidential swearing in of the 2017 inauguration - it would have been nice to not worry

about rain soaking the un-laminated paper portions. I will definitely look for PopOut Maps when

purchasing maps again.

So glad I had this on our recent trip to DC. Easy to read and most helpful finding the sites. Compact

size. Fit nicely in my purse.

Very handy -- love the size! I will order more for future trips to popout destinations!

Used it at the Womens March and it worked well. Good price, good product

The maps were helpful, but small - particularly the one of the Metro. Nice, compact size, but that

does require smaller maps. The folding is pretty nifty, but it got all screwed up, and despite multiple

tries and comparing one with another map, I could not get it to fold back properly. In the end, I

forced it back into place. We actually preferred the free maps that the Hyatt was giving away at the

front desk.

I bought this map in preparation for our family vacation in D.C.. This map was perfect. It fits

comfortably in my pocket, and has all the detail to navigate easily. I would recommend this map!

a must have for exploring DC on your own.

very helpful
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